New Mission Talking Points
Will I still be able to produce my show?
Although we respect the creative outlets of many past producers, we are moving away
from the traditional public access model. You will not be able to produce your show in the
traditional sense, but we encourage you to submit ideas to the staff that may become CTV
lead shows in the future. We will not have cameras available for check-out or the edit
bays available for utilization.

Can I still volunteer?
Yes! We have a strong need for our volunteers. We would love for you to volunteer on our
studio shows or truck productions. However, we will not be utilizing volunteers for field
productions. There are no restrictions on who can volunteer. Each volunteer position will
have a description of duties as to not displace staff. CTV will retain creative control as the
producer on all productions. We are currently working on a volunteer handbook to act as a
guide moving forward. Please know there is a space for our current and incoming
volunteers in the fabric of CTV and we hope to continue to work with veteran volunteers
into the future.

What is the timeline for this change?
The new mission will be adopted for January 3, 2019 for all new programming. However,
we are viewing 2019 as a transition year. We respect the work that our volunteers do, and
will be working with them during this transition. We do not view January as hard deadline
for this change.

Why are you doing this?
Public access was originally built on giving everyone access to professional media
technology. The media landscape has changed. Technology to create content is available
with the download of an app on a smartphone. Our mission was not filling a strong
enough need in the community because technology has changed its relevance. We feel
this new direction will help more people.

How does CTV decide what to cover?
CTV is hyper focused on delivering digital media content to our 9 Joint Power Authorities
cities. We receive requests and if we believe the content falls within the mission and affects
one or more of our 9 cities, we will try to cover it. Some programming may be excellent
candidates for local sponsors to fund and some may be candidates for a fee, depending on
the nature of the program.

How can you afford all this with a reduction of franchise fees?
CTV has a balanced budget for 2019. We may have to reduce the amount of content we
develop until our funding diversifies. The key is staying focused and true to the mission,
and understanding when CTV needs to say ‘no’ to certain opportunities.

Why are you reducing your reliance of volunteers?
Every well-run organization has a mission. We need to deliver on our mission whether we
have volunteers or not. For example, a hospital uses volunteers, but if those volunteers
don’t show up, surgeons are still performing surgery. If we completely relied on a volunteer
as a “surgeon”, we wouldn’t be able to meet our mission.

How can I continue to produce my show?
We have provided resources of other community media centers in the area that are using
the traditional public access model. We have also included a list of inexpensive equipment
and applications that will be able to replace many of the tools you used at CTV.

Can I submit a finished program?
We are working on policies related to submitting finished programming for playback.

How will this mission shift affect the cities?
We expect to cover more city-centric events to create and deliver content that citizens find
engaging. If anything, the cities may experience an enhancement of communications
through dynamic content that CTV is producing.

Can I still submit cable concerns?
There will be no changes in regards to the regulatory side of the NSCC. If there is a complaint
or concern regarding cable, please continue to contact the Cable Commission.

I have a community event that needs to be covered, will CTV do it?
CTV is taking submissions of programming ideas, but we do not have any guarantee of free
coverage for events. If you want to have guarantee coverage of your event, you will need
to pay for services. Services that fall within the mission and the audience of our 9 cities are
quoted at cost.

I have more questions, who can I speak to?
Dana Healy is the Executive Director of CTV. She can be reached at
dhealy@ctvnorthsuburbs.org.

